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We study polarization resolved correlation between photons emitted

in cascaded biexciton–exciton recombination from a single quantum dot

formed in type II GaAs/AlAs bilayer. Magnetic field induced transition

from anisotropy controlled to the Zeeman controlled emission was demon-

strated by a circular polarization correlation between the emitted photons.

A simple model describing the effect allowed us to determine the anisotropic

exchange splitting of the excitonic state. This method of the anisotropic ex-

change splitting determination can be useful in the case when other methods

are not sensitive enough.

PACS numbers: 78.55.Cr, 78.66.Fd, 78.67.Hc, 78.47.+p

1. Introduction

Most of the secure quantum communication protocols proposed so far [1]
exploit linearly and circularly polarized individual photons as carriers of encoded
information. This creates a demand for generation of single photons with a desired
polarization. Cascaded recombination of biexciton and exciton confined in an
anisotropic quantum dot (QD) results in emission of two photons correlated in a
linear polarization basis. A possibility of control of polarization basis, in which
photon pair is emitted, would be of value for practical implementation of QDs as
building blocks of the quantum communication devices.
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In this work, we show that switching between linear and circular polarization
basis of correlation in biexciton–exciton cascaded emission from single GaAs/AlAs
quantum dot is feasible with the use of external magnetic field. We study magnetic
field induced transition between anisotropy controlled and the Zeeman controlled
emission from individual quantum dot. We demonstrate the utility of these studies,
involving polarized photon correlation measurements, for determination of the
anisotropic exchange splitting (AES) of excitonic states in quantum dots.

2. Sample and experimental setup

The investigated QDs are formed in type II GaAs/AlAs bilayer. Due to the
deep confining potential, QDs exhibit a multiple zero-dimensional shell structure,
with inter-shell energy separation of the order of 10 meV [2].

The sample was mounted directly on a microscope objective [3] and placed in-
side a pumped helium cryostat at 1.8 K. A continuous wave tunable Ti:Al2O3 laser
provided excitation below the energy gap of the barrier material (at 718 nm), as-
suring quasi-resonant excitation conditions. The typical power of excitation beam
was 100 µW over the 1 µm diameter spot. Photoluminescence was excited and
collected through the same microscope objective. Single photon correlation mea-
surements were performed in a Hanbury-Brown and Twiss setup. The signal after
polarization and spectral filtering were detected by two avalanche photodiodes.
The detailed description of the experimental setup can be found in Ref. [4].

3. Experimental results

The QD selected for this study was characterized by measurements of pho-
toluminescence (PL) in magnetic field (Fig. 1). The excitonic Zeeman splitting

Fig. 1. Photoluminescence spectra of the lowest shell of the selected quantum dot in

magnetic field from 0 to 6 T. Detection in two circular polarizations encoded in the sign

of magnetic field. Transitions of exciton (X) and biexciton (XX) indicated.
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was determined as a function of the magnetic field, attaining 0.4 meV at B = 6 T.
The excitonic g factor was determined as g = 1.15.

We measured polarization resolved cross-correlations between photons re-
lated to biexcitonic and excitonic recombination in the magnetic field varied from
0 to 0.5 T and applied in the Faraday configuration. No polarization correlation
was observed in circular basis in the absence of magnetic field (not shown). Positive
linear polarization correlation of XX–X photon pair was evidenced at B = 0 T
by the appearance of a bunching peak and an antibunching dip in correlation
histograms recorded in the same or orthogonal linear polarizations, respectively
(Fig. 2). Such a result is expected [5] for QDs exhibiting in-plane anisotropy, since

Fig. 2. Biexciton–exciton cross-correlation measured at B = 0 T in linear polarization

basis corresponding to principal axes of the dot (at 45◦ to lab axis). Bunching (an-

tibunching) in histogram recorded in parallel (orthogonal) linear polarizations results

from anisotropy-controlled emission. Respective single counter rates were: (a) XX —

9500/s, X — 4400/s and (b) XX — 4500/s, X — 3400/s. Acquisition time: (a) 2 h,

(b) 4 h.

the intermediate excitonic state of the cascade is split by energy of electron–hole
exchange interaction in two components emitting in orthogonal linear polariza-
tions. We quantify the degree of linear polarization correlation by

Plin =
Iaa − Iab

Iaa + Iab
, (1)

where Ixy refers to the intensity of the second order correlation function g2(τ) at
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Fig. 3. Degree of circular polarization correlation of the photons from biexciton–exciton

cascade determined from the experiment (points) and obtained from the fitting of the

model to the data (line).

τ = 0 obtained for the detection of XX and X photon in “x” and “y” polarization,
respectively. Degree of linear polarization correlation Plin calculated in that way
for the zero field case is Plin = 0.70. This value, lower than 1, may originate from
exciton relaxation or from uncorrelated background emission. The application of
magnetic field introduces the Zeeman type contribution to the X level splitting,
reducing thus the influence of the anisotropy. In a sufficiently high magnetic field
the Zeeman splitting dominates over the anisotropic one and pure exciton eigen-
states of angular momentum M = ±1 should be observed [6]. The conversion of
linearly polarized excitonic states to circularly polarized ones was confirmed ex-
perimentally by an increase in the degree of circular polarization correlation with
increasing magnetic field (Fig. 3).

4. Model description

We apply a simple model proposed by Besombes et al. [7] to describe the
progressive increase in the circular polarization correlation in the XX–X cascade
with increasing field. The model expresses the excitonic wave functions as

|+〉 = cos θ|+ 1〉+ sin θ| − 1〉, (2)

|−〉 = cos θ| − 1〉 − sin θ|+ 1〉, (3)
where cot(2θ) is equal to the ratio of the Zeeman splitting to the anisotropic ex-
change splitting and | + 1〉 and | − 1〉 are excitonic wave functions with angular
momentum +1 and –1, respectively. Since the factors cos θ and sin θ determine
the contributions of the two excitonic states emitting in orthogonal circular po-
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larizations, degree of circular polarization correlation Pcalc of photons emitted in
XX–X cascade can be calculated in the frame of model as

Pcalc =
cos2 θ − sin2 θ

cos2 θ + sin2 θ
= cos 2θ. (4)

The exciton depolarization occurring over exciton lifetime is assumed to be neg-
ligible here. Thus the model introduced allows us to calculate Pcalc as a function
of the Zeeman splitting with the AES treated as a fitting parameter.

The experiment provides quantification of degree of circular polarization cor-
relation Pcirc, which is determined in analogy to Plin defined by formula (1). We
assumed that a maximum attainable Pcirc is equal to the degree of linear polariza-
tion correlation in the absence of magnetic field Plin (Fig. 2) and normalized the
experimental points by its value. This is equivalent to the assumption that any
factors reducing the measured polarization remain unchanged in magnetic field.
Figure 3 shows the fit of the model to the normalized experimental points. The
AES = 43 µeV obtained from the fit is comparable with AES determined through
direct measurement of in-plane anisotropy for other QDs on the same sample. The
difference between the value of AES determined basing on Pcirc calculated follow-
ing formula (1) with and without subsequent normalization (AES = 30 µeV),
serves as a measure of the AES determination accuracy.

5. Conclusions

We observed the transition in magnetic field from linear polarization cor-
relation to circular polarization correlation of photons emitted in the biexciton
cascaded decay. By fitting the model to the experimental data, we were able to
determine the anisotropic exchange splitting AES value being of the order of tens
of µeV. The determination of the AES through photon correlations provides an
alternative for direct measurements through polarization resolved microphotolu-
minescence.
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